VMWARE VITUALIZATION SERVICES

SERVICE BRIEF

VMware Virtualization Services
Modern services for modern business practices.
Virtualizing Your IT Infrastructure
Simplify the way your technology operates
without sacrificing the processing power and
performance that you require.
VMware virtualization software offers several
benefits for a business seeking to be at the
forefront of their respective industry. By signing
on with Eclipse Integrated Systems, you can enjoy
the benefits of VMware virtualization, including:

•

•

•

Slashed Costs: By decreasing the number of
machines running, your business becomes
more energy efficient, accomplish the same
amount of work with less operational costs.
Improved Business Continuity: By having your
infrastructure in one centralized virtual
environment, your business can be prepared
for the worst.
Simplified Database Management: Manage
all of your databases and mission-critical
applications from one convenient location,
allowing your business to meet deadlines as
quickly and efficiently as possible.

operating systems, on the same server. This
presents a solution that allows your organization
to save space, capital, and assets.

Streamline Operations with a
Virtualized Network
A virtual network is just like a physical network,
only better.
Unlike a physical network, which demands
rigorous attention and maintenance, a virtual
network can automate tasks and maintain itself,
offering support for both the latest titles as well
as essential legacy applications. Virtual networks
offer the reliability and connectivity you’ve come
to expect from your physical network, but with
greater versatility and built-in management.
With virtual networks, you can manage your
networks the same way you would your current
network, but with a degree of greater flexibility.
Scalable computing networks provide for all the
activities and functions you need addressed; at
the same or improved speeds.

Consolidate Space and Resources with
Virtualized Servers

Increase Mobility with Virtualized
Desktops and Applications

Did you know that most servers are underutilized?

Mobility is everything to the modern business.

If your business is running separate servers for
each of your different applications, there’s a good
chance that you aren’t using your servers to their
full capacity. This can lead to a complex network
made up of several different servers spread out
over a large infrastructure. This wastes both
physical space and energy resources. Eclipse
Integrated Systems can cut out these
underutilized servers and run multiple
applications, or even

With virtual desktops and applications, your
employees can access their work desktops
whenever they need to, from any device. This
flexibility allows you to enjoy secure, scalable
virtual desktop solutions that help your business
stay competitive. Being able to access your
applications while on the go can be a gamechanger for businesses. The extra mobility and
increased productivity can be just what your
business needs to pull ahead of your competitors
in whatever market you are in.

Features
• Streamlined server usage, permitting
multiple applications or operating
systems to run on the same server.

• All the benefits associated with a
physical network, with improved
versatility and self-management—
including automation and scalability.

• Improved mobility through the
ability for employees to access their
systems and applications through
virtualized desktops and
applications.

• Support for all solutions, including
the latest software titles and
business-essential legacy
applications.

Benefits
• Decreased operational costs
• Contributes to business continuity
• Makes database management easier
• Consolidated physical infrastructure
• Hands-off automated network
maintenance

• Scalability
• Enhanced mobility
• Increased productivity
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